its website under the headline "Manhattan mother jumps eight stories to her death with her infant son strapped to her chest; baby survives with minor injuries." With "Manhattan" as the modifier, the online commentary described a different world: this mother was more likely to be seen as white, selfish, desperately ambitious and not on enough drugs for what was assumed to be postpartum depression. Now as more of the details came out, it was revealed that this mother was also an employee of the Manhattan State Supreme Court and a graduate of Columbia Law School. Of course, there was a stereotyped narrative for that as well: Glenn Beck's news site, The Blaze, reported the story as "Lawyer Mother Leaps From 8-Story Building." Commentary from readers was peppered with surmise about whether the woman was a "femi-nazi" with a liberal death wish, and (with relief that there was one less lawyer in the world.)
And finally, days later, there was this headline, which straddled the question of identity with intriguing ambiguity: "Sources say Harlem lawyer Cynthia Wachenheim penned a 13-page, handwritten suicide note before jumping out of an eighth-story window, taking her son, Keston, with her. The baby was saved from the impact when the woman landed on her back on the pavement." Commentators were confused. Harlem…lawyer? Last name Wachenheim? Son with non-immigrant yet still-funny-sounding name like Keston? Nothing fit with the jigsaw puzzle pieces of stereotypes readily at hand. The armchair pundits were quite enraged.
Anyway, I saved all the headlines I could find about this incident. I took eight of them and turned them into a power point that I shared in a seminar a few weeks later. Afterwards, one woman, a really very thoughtful woman, remarked that she was just blown away by the terrible mystery as to why "all these women" were jumping off buildings with babies strapped to their chests. To say nothing of the fact that "all the babies" survived, every single time. It seemed funny when she said it-I thought I'd been clear about this being multiple accounts of a single incident rather than multiple accounts of multiple incidents---but it has weighed on me over time. Again, this woman is one of the most thoughtful people I know. Her response was a testament to the unconsciously segregating power of indicatives that are not overtly racial or ethnic or gendered. It is a power that inflects all of our perceptions-no one is immune-and that invisibly channels us toward one end or another in our encounters with others.
I remain intrigued by the kind of progression that those headlines reproduce: eight levels of degradation, eight stories of dying, this mother falling through eight headlined categories of being, descending through multiple ontological layers, to her inescapable doom.
Cynthia Wachenheim, accomplished lawyer and Columbia graduate, Harlemite and Manhattanite, depressed wife and bad mother, became a floating signifier in death, more than one being in the terms of our culture, torn into pieces by powerfully loaded descriptors in the mouths of others.
The stories gathered in this journal are a kind of balm to the pain of that phenomenon-and to that incident to which I so-so-so wish I could write another ending. Perhaps it's a bad analogy. But this is not an easy time. And the scholarship modeled here is something vibrant and inspiring: embodying not singular but many modes and moods and languages and skill sets, showing ways to expand and contract in the face of dismembering social forces.
Again, thank you for crafting a body of scholarship that will, for the next generation, provide conceptual landing gear, some grounding in hope, and a vivid sense of our overlapping humanity. You are stewarding into being a safety net of theory, politics, and law that might one day sustain all our
